
Digital Results

GRAND
TOTAL

Cat. Title Name 1 2 3 /30 AWARD Comments

Altered Reality Entries: 18

1 AR Manic Ken Greenhorn 28 26 30 28.0 PM edit done very well, good complimentary colours, very impactful image, hand draws you in, eyes capture and hold you

2 AR Gnarlies Richard Kerbes 23 23 28.5 24.8 HM treatment fits the subject - makes a nice texture, good colour palate, good impact, nice and vivid, tree branches take you around the image

3 AR Rainbow Barry Singer 24 23 24 23.7 HM very colourful, nice complimentary colours, good technique

4 AR Slipping And Sliding Down The Country 
Road

Robbie Roy 24 23 21 22.7 HM good title, story captured well, good colour palate, good flow, soft colours add to the mood created, sensor dust needs cleaning up

5 AR Fall Fantasy Gayvin Franson 23 20 24 22.3 HM
unreal colours of the leaves add interest, scene to be leaning to the left which is distracting, good use of colour, your eyes are led down the 
path

6 AR A Cup A Colour Cathleen Mewis 21 18 27 22.0 HM colours and exposure handled well, subject & background competing for attention, too tight crop top and bottom

7 AR Back To My Roots Jane Hiebert 22 22 22 22.0 HM
subtle tones well handled, good depth to the image added with the snow in the foreground, would like to see detail in the sky, tree on right 
pulls your eyes away

8 AR Shattered And Empty Dreams Rob Arthur 25 23 17 21.7  great commentary on our sad history, right mood has been captured, too much to look at, creative idea, very impactful

9 AR Mesmerizing Dunes Dwight Dirk 23 16 24 21.0  not really and AR image, needs depth of field, good pattern shot, crop off more sky, lines lead you up the image, perhaps remove all the sky

10 AR Where Are The Spring Leaves Ian Sutherland 23 15 24 20.7  interesting take on bare trees, a bit overwhelming, darken the corners to get your attention to the centre, too busy around the edges

11 AR Into The Unknown Emily Schindel 20 18 21 19.7  nice abstract with movement from bottom to top, colours work well together, top is out of focus

12 AR Ribbons of Colour Helen Brown 21 20 17 19.3  fairly colourful, low impact, very abstract, nicely laid out, good technique to make the image

13 AR Lensball Andrea Kroeker 21 20 15 18.7  
interesting take on the scene, have the ball fill the frame more to give it more impact, large fingers detract, crop off the bottom part of the 
image

14 AR Painted Nature Bruce Guenter 23 18 15 18.7  
colours blended together well, not overly impactful, appears out of focus-like, good movement in the image, white part near the bottom does 
not belong

15 AR Halloween Gordon Sukut 20 18 17 18.3  swirls take away from the original shot and are distracting, not flattering expressions - could be better, would like to see eye contact

16 AR Snow Melt Drop Barbara Rackel 21 15 19 18.3  interesting capture, droplet not as sharp as it should be, good colour combination, nice circle effect

17 AR All That Jazz Maurice Vold 21 14 15 16.7  
image is confusing, bright centre draws your attention but it's difficult to identify anything, good leading lines, centre of interest not strong 
enough

18 AR I Spy A Duck Donna Tiffin 19 15 15 16.3  not really an AR image, duck is too small, too much foreground, a bit over exposed, good reflections
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18 B&W/Monochrome Entries: 25

19 BW Field Of Dreams Brent Just 30 29 29 29.3 PM good backlit dust capture, good impact, eyes closed works well, spectacular image, good B&W conversion, good lighting, good background

20 BW Stormy Skies Cheryl Lalonde 26 27 27 26.7 HM very nice scene, very well done, great detail throughout the whole image, really nice crop, good reflection

21 BW Steer Determination Rob Arthur 25 22 29 25.3 HM
good facial expression, great moment and action capture, very sharp with good tonal range, good background, perhaps needs a bit more 
room at the bottom, try making the background a bit darker

22 BW A Silky Seascape Cathleen Mewis 24 26 24 24.7 HM Ansel Adams effect, crop off a little on the left, try to give the rock a little more importance in the image, calming effect and feeling

23 BW The Look Ken Greenhorn 25 22 27 24.7 HM good quality, nice model, fingernails are not flattering, impactful, forehead is a little hot, good composition and posing, good foreground hair

24 BW Harbour By Night Rae McLeod 25 26 22 24.3 HM good contrast and sharpness, crop out some sky and left side - too much black, good shutter speed selection, nice reflections

25 BW Gateway To Seeing Bruce Guenter 22 24 22 22.7 HM interesting image, needs more contrast, nice lines and curves, perhaps clean up the image, could be sharper, 

26 BW Days Gone By Dwight Dirk 22 23 22 22.3 HM
try concentrating on the larger building by itself, burn the foreground a bit, weak sky, good detail in the image and sharp throughout, good 
juxtaposition between these two buildings

27 BW Have We Met Cathy Baerg 23 23 21 22.3 HM
crop out black shadow at top and some of the right side, needs more contrast to add more impact, add a slight vignette, good catchlight in 
the eyes, good expression, tone down the highlights a bit

28 BW Light Up The Night June McDonald 22 23 22 22.3 HM
very sharp - well done, good technique, a bit busy, tree dominates too much - try to shoot more of the Bess, good exposure, move to the left 
a bit - feels like you're hiding behind the cars

29 BW Lone Tree At Sunset Char McGregor 24 22 21 22.3 HM
technically okay but not overly impactful, nice fence line, crop off the right a bit, image is impactful, crop a little off the foreground, nicely 
backlit making the tree pop, try and play up the shadows a bit more

30 BW Sculpture In Winter Robbie Roy 25 21 21 22.3 HM light gray blob at the bottom is distracting, monochrome handled well, technique makes you view it longer to figure out what it is

31 BW Wood River Barry Singer 26 17 24 22.3 HM
good composition and reflection, good scenic image, could use a little more contrast, nice curves in shoreline matching the trees, sky is over-
processed resulting in halos around the trees, reflection is brighter than the actual sky - does not balance and look natural

32 BW Perfect Balance Emily Schindel 23 18 21 20.7  
good exposure and sharpness, not a great deal of impact, good bird capture, crop a bit off the right but still keep it off centre, good 
conversion to monochrome, some blown out highlights on the front feathers

33 BW Juxtaposition Dave Gudjonson 23 22 15 20.0  
good composition, could be sharper, crop out right side a bit, good leading lines in the foreground, crop fits the scene, good vertical 
alignment

34 BW Prize Lily Helen Brown 21 17 21 19.7  
beautifully composed, good detail but could be sharper, good diagonal lines with matching petals, too tight at the bottom, perhaps try to 
isolate just one lily

35 BW Mesmereyezed Gordon Sukut 23 18 17 19.3  
clone the grass from its face, seems over exposed, darken the corners a bit, good eye contact, good depth of field, good pose and 
composition

36 BW Race Ready Gayvin Franson 20 20 18 19.3  would like to see faces, good composition, nice diagonals, perhaps too many boats, nice sunny day feel

37 BW Seed Of Birth Maurice Vold 23 17 17 19.0  good God-light back lighting, could be sharper with more contrast, dust in the beam of light needs to be cleaned up

38 BW Slice Of Romaine Barbara Rackel 20 18 15 17.7  needs more depth of field and sharpness, looks crowded in the frame, lighting on the lower part if good, good choice for monochrome

39 BW I Told You It Was Too Cold To Return 
To Saskatchewan

Ian Sutherland 19 15 18 17.3  technically sound but lacks interest and impact, well placed in  the frame, image looks tipped down to the right

40 BW Not Quite Full Jane Hiebert 20 17 15 17.3  not sharp enough to be acceptable, bottom is too soft, perhaps a square crop, a difficult shot to get 

41 BW Bridges Over Saskatoon Richard Kerbes 20 14 17 17.0  
could eliminate 25% of the sky and lighten up the foreground, bottom does not contribute to the image, great detail in the sky, sky is super 
pixelated

42 BW Blue Hour Drive Home Andrea Kroeker 19 12 16 15.7  a lot of noise in the sky, nice texture in the snow, good cold feeling, crop a lot off top, does not fit the monochrome category

43 BW The Clouds Speak Donna Tiffin 21 12 12 15.0  not much there, nice capture, fun image, not a true monochrome image
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43 Portrait Entries: 17

44 PO Soothing Sounds Rob Arthur 25 23 28 25.3 PM
interesting story captured, background is busy, sign is distracting, nice to capture top of instrument, crop out column on right side, more of a 
street shot

45 PO Eyeing Up The Shot Cathleen Mewis 21 26 24 23.7 HM great capture and perspective, story is evident, top right is too bright, good shallow depth of field, nice gaze and concentration on his face

46 PO Innocence Ken Greenhorn 24 25 22 23.7 HM
excellent moment capture, good eye contact, good background that helps her stand out, soft lighting works well for her age, get rid of white 
triangle in the foreground

47 PO The Name's Bond, Baby Bond Barbara Rackel 25 17 28 23.3 HM
very interesting portrait, good eye contact, need more detail in the eyes, good processing treatment, title makes you appreciate the image 
more, hazy vignette takes away from the shot

48 PO Different Looks Bruce Guenter 23 23 22 22.7 HM
good moment-in-time capture, need more separation between her head and tree, nice relatively plain background, good photo journalistic 
image

49 PO Zen Ben Robbie Roy 24 22 17 21.0  
good detail, spectacular eyes, background is too distracting - competes with the cat, pleasing cat photo, good photo, crop a little more 
loosely, cat is a little dark

50 PO Ev Rae McLeod 23 18 21 20.7  
nice capture and great eye contact, brown background on right side does not match the left side, hot spot on her cheek is distracting, good 
indirect lighter, pose could use a bit of tweaking

51 PO Determination Dave Gudjonson 21 18 22 20.3  
nice capture, good sharpness, needs a bit more detail in the background, perhaps need to see more of the subject so her head is not in the 
centre, long feather makes for a tough composition 

52 PO Flamenco Anyone? Gayvin Franson 25 15 17 19.0  subject is well placed, subject is a little soft, appears to be some motion blur, colour balance is off, good smile

53 PO Renaissance Man Turns 20 Gordon Sukut 23 18 15 18.7  
cropped a little tight at the top, background is distracting (too close) but was a good neutral texture, good natural lighting adds depth to his 
face, graphics on shirt are distracting, eyes look dead

54 PO Watching From The Shadows Barry Singer 24 15 17 18.7  
good contact with the model, good lighting, perhaps crop a bit off the bottom, distraction from bright area on coat, face should be a bit 
brighter, left side beard seems to be smudgy, either show only face or lighten up the image to show jacket [to get rid of that distraction]

55 PO Watching Over Ewe Char McGregor 22 22 12 18.7  too soft around the ear, branches in front are distracting, nice feel and story, too many distractions

56 PO Eve And The Treads Of Time Richard Kerbes 21 15 17 17.7  not sure what the subject is, lighting a little harsh on her face, model could be sharper, pose leaves something to be desired

57 PO Stoic Jane Hiebert 20 17 15 17.3  
too much space at the top, good owl capture, no detail in its right eye [dodge it in], feathers appear too soft, weak composition - too much 
gray background

58 PO Georgie Andrea Kroeker 19 15 17 17.0  need a lower perspective and depth of field, overexposed on the most important part, 

59 PO Tiger Tiger Cathy Baerg 20 16 15 17.0  good detail in the face, background is distracting, image is not sharp enough, harsh lighting, good job of filling the frame

60 PO Daisy's Diner Donna Tiffin 19 12 18 16.3  
centre placement works well, get rid of the bright spots and red area at bottom, square crop is good, lighting is flat, is this really a portrait? 
Not sharp enough, perhaps crop in tighter
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60 Traditional Entries: 26

61 TR Morning Train Cheryl Lalonde 30 28 28 28.7 PM nice composition, good clouds, really nice lighting, everything brings your attention back to the train

62 TR Witchy Ken Greenhorn 26 27 28 27.0 HM good lighting, excellent subject, background adds a lot to the image and helps to frame the subject, good veil placement

63 TR All At Rest Bruce Guenter 25 27 25 25.7 HM nice lighting and great composition, interesting story, excellent detail throughout, nice bright and neutral colours, nice lines on the rock

64 TR Eventide On The Grasslands Richard Kerbes 24 25 28 25.7 HM calming image, good side lighting, nice twisty road, good detail in the sky, perfect lighting

65 TR Wanuskewin's Edge June McDonald 23 27 25 25.0 HM
you need to tone down the river brightness  to match the cloud treatment, nice diagonal lines, good story being told, perhaps crop off the 
front a little, add a little more contrast to bring out the foreground and greens

66 TR Eagle Eye Rob Arthur 23 22 28 24.3 HM nice dramatic eagle portrait, needs more space around and right side, nice eye detail

67 TR Pelican Trio Dwight Dirk 22 22 29 24.3 HM difficult subject and lighting, repetitive pattern adds interest, water is a little busy, detail lost in feathers, good subject alignment

68 TR That One Tree Dave Gudjonson 24 24 24 24.0 HM
pleasing composition, does not appear to be sharp, would like to see more space around the tree, nice blue sky background - makes the tree 
pop, not a lot of impact, good diagonal lines

69 TR Orange Swirl Rae McLeod 28 15 28 23.7 HM
really like the colour and texture, needs better sharpness throughout, nice curves, good impact, interesting composition, does not need tack 
sharpness

70 TR Take That Jane Hiebert 25 23 22 23.3 HM good framing, exposure, and depth of field, great moment capture, hard to separate the two birds

71 TR And Champagne To Follow Gayvin Franson 25 23 21 23.0 HM dramatic lighting, balloon blends with bright background rock, right side of balloon too hot, maybe a pano with top cropped down

72 TR Pollinator Doris Santha 25 22 22 23.0 HM
good use of limited depth of field - use smaller aperture, background adds depth, perhaps crop a little off the bottom to get the bee a little 
more off centre, good colours

73 TR A Daze Reflecting Donna Tiffin 22 25 19 22.0 HM really nice colours and reflection, good horizon placement, black triangle bottom right does not belong

74 TR Brightwater In Winter Char McGregor 24 18 23 21.7  
nice cold winter scene with nice colours, your vision of the subject is not coming through clearly [grasses or mounds behind], good detail in 
the front, good slow shutter speed, nice calming image

75 TR Star Of The Show Brent Just 23 25 17 21.7  good viewpoint from inside the net, difficult subject well handled

76 TR Ancient Customs Emily Schindel 24 22 18 21.3  good colours and textures, good lighting, crop is a little too tight, good story telling

77 TR Not Rusting Just Resting Barry Singer 26 18 19 21.0  
subdued look suits the image, tree branches in upper right corner look transparent, good story capture, nice lighting through the window, 
slight crop off left side, the yellow is almost a hot spot, perhaps add a flash to brighten up the truck

78 TR A Rural Saskatchewan Churchyard Ian Sutherland 22 18 21 20.3  
impressive subject but just a standard shot of a historical place, try different perspectives, could use help from golden hour lighting to add 
impact, nice to see the doors open, crop out taller trees on right side

79 TR Ice On The Rocks Barbara Rackel 22 18 21 20.3  as a stand along image it is not impactful, no focal point, would make a nice overlay as a texture, could use some more saturation

80 TR A Frame Job Cathleen Mewis 23 18 19 20.0  
good attempt at framing, crop a bit tight on the right, foreground is not as sharp as it should be, fun perspective, perhaps crop the top off to 
tighten up the framing

81 TR A Bird In Hand Maurice Vold 21 18 17 18.7  shallow depth of field puts the bird's beak out of focus, crop most of the hand away, would be nice to see eyes

82 TR Golden Hour Helen Brown 19 18 19 18.7 good colours, not sharp, star is distracting [take it out if it's not part of the story]

83 TR Hi There! Norman Buker 20 18 18 18.7  dust spots in the sky, nice horse portrait, wire is distracting, nice soft background, eye could be sharper

84 TR Sex Organs Gordon Sukut 23 17 16 18.7  nice vibrant colours, static composition - try for something more angular or crop in closer, lose the background flower in top left corner 

85 TR Prarie Sunset Andrea Kroeker 22 15 15 17.3  crop the sky down to form a panoramic format, emphasis should be on the colours and what's going on at the horizon

86 TR Shimmering Path Robbie Roy 23 17 12 17.3  nice to see enough definition in the path, good abstract of shapes and colours, nice creative image, needs a focal point
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